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a b s t r a c t
Wepresent a symbolic probabilistic algorithm to compute the isolated roots inCn of sparse
polynomial equation systems. As some already known numerical algorithms solving this
task, our procedure is based on polyhedral deformations and homotopies, but it amounts to
solving a smaller number of square systems of equations and in fewer variables. The output
of the algorithm is a geometric resolution of a finite set of points including the isolated roots
of the system. The complexity is polynomial in the size of the combinatorial structure of
the system supports up to a pre-processing yielding the mixed cells in a subdivision of the
family of these supports.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The known algorithmic methods to solve general polynomial equation systems require a large number of calculations,
which results in a long computing time. This is one of the reasons why several attempts to solve particular families of
polynomial equation systems (for instance, polynomials with a specific fixed structure) have been made.
Bernstein [2], Kushnirenko [18] and Khovanskii [17] proved that the number of isolated solutions in (C∗)n of a polynomial
system with n equations is bounded by a combinatorial invariant (themixed volume) associated with the sets of exponents
of the monomials with nonzero coefficients in the polynomials involved (that is, their support sets). This result may be
considered as the basis for the current study of sparse polynomial systems, namely polynomials with prescribed supports,
and gave rise to the development of sparse elimination theory (see [9] for foundational results on this subject).
The most efficient algorithms to solve sparse polynomial systems in (C∗)n, both numerically and symbolically, use
polyhedral deformations (see, for example, [29,13,25,16]). A deformation method to compute the isolated roots of a
polynomial system consists in considering the given system as a particular instance of a parametric family of generic zero-
dimensional systems; the isolated roots of the input system are then obtained from the zeroes of a sufficiently generic
instance which is easy to solve. These techniques, originally applied for numerical solving of equations (see, for instance,
[20,27] and the references therein), have also been used in symbolic procedures by means of the so-called Newton–Hensel
lifting (see, for instance, [10,12,19,15]).
Polyhedral deformations preserve the monomial structure of the polynomial system under consideration, which implies
that the number of ‘‘paths’’ to track along the deformation coincides with the expected number of solutions. For sparse
systems, this results in a running time shorter than that of a general algorithm.
The first bounds for the number of isolated solutions inCn of a sparse polynomial systemwere given in [24] and improved
later in [22,26]. The most precise bounds known up until now are given in [14] in terms of stable mixed volumes, which are
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also combinatorial invariants depending only on the supports of the polynomials. The effective proofs of the bounds in these
paperswere applied to obtain numerical algorithms to compute the isolated solutions based on the approach in [13] (see, for
instance, [22,14]). A symbolic algorithm performing this task provided all the polynomials have nonzero constant term is
given in [16].
The algorithm in [14] requires the use of recursive liftings, which may reflect negatively in the running time of the
algorithm. An improved procedure which avoids recursive liftings was shown in [7] (see also [5]). These algorithms rely
on solving a number of associated subsystems in (C∗)n obtained from the liftings used.
In this paper, we present a new symbolic algorithm to compute the isolated solutions in Cn of a sparse system with
n equations. As the procedure in [7], our algorithm avoids recursive liftings; moreover, it amounts to solving a smaller
number of square systems of equations and in fewer variables. It can also be seen as a generalization to the algorithm in [16]
in the sense that it does not require any hypothesis on the system supports. Our main result is the following (for a precise
formulation, see Theorem 9):
Theorem. Let f1, . . . , fn be polynomials in Q[X1, . . . , Xn]. There exists a probabilistic algorithm (see Algorithm AffineSolve)
which computes a finite set of points containing the isolated common zeroes of f1, . . . , fn in Cn within a complexity which (up to
a pre-processing) is polynomial in the size of the combinatorial structure of the system supports.
As in [16], our algorithm takes as input the sparse representation of the polynomials f1, . . . , fn and themixed cells in a fine
mixed subdivision of their supports, which are assumed to be precomputed (see, for instance, [4,28,21,6] and [23] for different
algorithms computing these cells). The output of the algorithm is a geometric resolution, that is, a univariate representation
of a finite set of points parametrized by the values a linear form takes at them (see, for example, [11]).
The general idea of the algorithm is to recover the solutions of the input system from the solutions of a generic system
with the same supports by means of a homotopic deformation. To deal with the deformed system, we adapt the polyhedral
techniques introduced in [14] and refined in [7] in order to make a more careful analysis of the situation and determine the
polynomial subsystems to be solved. Finally, we apply the symbolic deformation techniques for sparse elimination shown
in [16].
The algorithm in [16] can be considered as a symbolic version of [13], which computes the isolated roots of a sparse
polynomial system in (C∗)n. Provided the origin lies in all the polynomial supports, it computes the isolated roots of the
system in Cn (see [22]). In this paper, our adaptation of the combinatorial construction in [14] allows us to extend the
results in [16] to arbitrary supports, obtaining a procedure with a complexity depending polynomially on stable mixed
volumes associated with the input system.
The theoretic results underlying the correctness of our algorithm could also be applied to design a new numerical
procedure in the spirit of [14,7]. Although there are no explicit complexity estimates for the numerical algorithms in these
papers, the fact that our approach deals with a smaller number of systems andwith fewer variables than theirs would result
in a better running time for the new algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some basic notation is introduced and the notions of geometric resolution,
mixed subdivision and stable mixed volume are recalled. Section 3 is devoted to proving the theoretic geometric and
combinatorial results that lead to the correctness of our algorithm, which is described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5,
we present some examples to show how our algorithm works and to compare it to previous procedures.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic definitions and notation
Throughout this paper, K will be an algebraically closed field. If k is an arbitrary field, k¯ will denote an algebraic closure
of k.
We will describe zero-dimensional affine varieties by means of geometric resolutions (for a detailed historical account on
the application of this representation in the algorithmic framework, see [11]). The precise definition we are going to use is
the following:
Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and V = {ξ (1), . . . , ξ (D)} ⊂ k¯n be a zero-dimensional variety defined by polynomials
in k[X1, . . . , Xn]. Given a separating linear form u = u1X1 + · · · + unXn ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn] for V (that is, a linear form u such
that u(ξ (i)) ≠ u(ξ (j)) if i ≠ j), the following polynomials completely characterize the variety V :
• theminimal polynomial q :=∏1≤i≤D(Y − u(ξ (i))) ∈ k[Y ] of u over the variety V (where Y is a new variable),• a polynomial q0 ∈ k[Y ]with deg(q0) < D and relatively prime to q,
• polynomials v1, . . . , vn ∈ k[Y ] with deg(vj) < D for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n satisfying V =

v1
q0
(η), . . . , vnq0
(η)
 ∈ kn | η ∈ k,
q(η) = 0.
The family of univariate polynomials q, q0, v1, . . . , vn ∈ k[Y ] is called a geometric resolution of V (associated with the
linear form u). As q0 is invertible in k[Y ]/(q(Y )), setting v˜k(Y ) := q−10 (Y )vk(Y ) mod (q(Y )) for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
we are led to an equivalent definition of geometric resolution: a family of n+ 1 polynomials q, v˜1, . . . , v˜n in k[Y ] satisfying
V = v˜1(η), . . . , v˜n(η) ∈ kn | η ∈ k, q(η) = 0.
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The notion of geometric resolution can be extended to equidimensional curves. In this case, the polynomials
q, q0, v1, . . . , vn are in k(T )[Y ], where T is a free variable for all the irreducible components of the curve.
Although we work with polynomials, our algorithm will only deal with their coefficients, which are elements in Q.
The notion of complexity of an algorithm we consider is the number of operations and comparisons in Q. We will encode
multivariate polynomials in sparse form, that is, each polynomial will be given as the list of pairs (q, aq) where q runs over
the set of exponents of its monomials with nonzero coefficients and aq is the corresponding coefficient. We will also use
the standard dense form for univariate polynomials, which encodes a polynomial as the vector of its coefficients including
zeroes.
In our complexity estimates, we will use the notation M(d) := d log2(d) log(log(d)) where log denotes logarithm to
base 2. We will also use the usual O notation: Let f , g : Z≥0 → R, f (d) = O(g(d)) if |f (d)| ≤ c|g(d)| for a positive
constant c. We denote byΩ the exponent in the complexity estimate O(dΩ) for the multiplication of two (d× d)–matrices
with coefficients in Q. It is known thatΩ < 2.376 (see [8, Chapter 12]).
2.2. Sparse systems and subdivisions
Let X1, . . . , Xn be indeterminates over K and write X := (X1, . . . , Xn). Given a familyA = (A1, . . . ,An) of finite subsets
of (Z≥0)n, a sparse polynomial system supported onA is given by polynomials fj =∑q∈Aj aj,q Xq,with aj,q ∈ K \ {0} for each
q ∈ Aj and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We write F = (f1, . . . , fn) for this system. We denote byM(A) the mixed volume of the convex hulls
ofA1, . . . ,An in Rn (see, for example, [3, Chapter 7] for a definition).
Following [13], a cell of A is a tuple C = (C1, . . . , Cn) with Cj ≠ ∅ and Cj ⊂ Aj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We define
type(C) := (dim(conv(C1)), . . . , dim(conv(Cn))) and conv(C) := conv(C1 + · · · + Cn) where the sum is carried out
pointwise. A subdivision ofA is a collection of cells C = {C1, . . . , Cm} ofA satisfying the following conditions:
• dim(conv(Cℓ)) = n for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m,
• the intersection conv(Ch) ∩ conv(Cℓ) ⊂ Rn is either the empty set or a face of both conv(Ch) and conv(Cℓ) for
1 ≤ h < ℓ ≤ m,
• mℓ=1 conv(Cℓ) = conv(A).
Furthermore, we call the collection a fine mixed subdivision ofA if
• for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m, dim(conv(Cℓj )) = #Cℓj − 1 and
∑n
j=1 dim(conv(C
ℓ
j )) = n.
The mixed volume M(A) can be computed as the sum of the n-dimensional volumes of the convex hulls of all the
type (1, . . . , 1) cells (also called mixed cells) in a fine mixed subdivision (see [13, Theorem 2.4.]). For short, we write
1n := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ (Z≥0)n.
A standard lifting process can be used to obtain subdivisions of A (see [13, Section 2]): For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let ωj : Aj → R
be an arbitrary function. The tuple ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn) is called a lifting function for A. The graph of any subset Cj of Aj
under ωj will be denoted by Cj(ωj) ⊂ Rn+1 and (C1(ω1), . . . , Cn(ωn)) will be denoted by C(ω). The set of cells C ofA such
that conv(C(ω)) is an n-dimensional face of conv(A(ω)) whose inner normal vector has a positive last coordinate (that is,
conv(C(ω)) is a lower facet of conv(A(ω))) is a subdivision of A which will be denoted by Sω(A). Moreover, for a generic
lifting function, Sω(A) is a fine mixed subdivision ofA. From this lifting, the mixed cells in the subdivision can be obtained
algorithmically bymeans of linear programming based procedures. In [4], an algorithm following this approach is presented
withworst-case complexity (maxi #Ai)O(n) under certainmild assumptions. Successive improvements to this algorithm can
be found in [21] and [6]. The dynamic enumeration procedure described in [23] appears to be the fastest known up until
now. A different, dynamic approach, which does not use a random lifting function, is given in [28].
Let F = (f1, . . . , fn) be a sparse system supported on A given by polynomials fj = ∑q∈Aj aj,q Xq. For a given lifting
function ω, we denote by Fω := (f ω11 , . . . , f ωnn ) the sparse system in K [X1, . . . , Xn, y] supported on A(ω) defined by
f
ωj
j (X, y) =
∑
q∈Aj aj,q X
qyωj(q) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The stable mixed volume of a given family of supports A = (A1, . . . ,An) (see [14]) is defined as follows: consider
A0 = (A01, . . . ,A0n) the family of supports A0j := Aj ∪ {0}. Let k be a positive integer and ω0 = (ω01, . . . , ω0n) a lifting
for A0 defined by ω0j (q) = 0 if q ∈ Aj and ω0j (0) = k if 0 /∈ Aj. The stable mixed volume of A, denoted by SM(A), is
defined as the sum of the mixed volumes of all the cells in Sω0(A
0) induced by facets having inner normal vectors with
non-negative entries.
3. Theoretic results
3.1. Deformation of polynomial systems
Our algorithm to solve sparse polynomial systems relies on homotopic deformation techniques as many procedures
appearing in the literature [29,13,7,16]. The solutions to these deformed systems can be seen alternatively as curves or
points depending on the base field we consider. The following lemmas relate both points of view.
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Lemma 1. Let P = (p1, . . . , pn) in K [T , X1, . . . , Xn]n. For every isolated zero ξ0 ∈ K n of P(τ0, X), there exists a one-dimensional
irreducible component V of {(τ , ξ) ∈ K n+1 | P(τ , ξ) = 0} such that (τ0, ξ0) ∈ V and the projection πT to the first coordinate
satisfies πT (V ) = K (that is, πT is a dominant map from V to K).
Proof. Taking into account that P consists of n polynomials in n + 1 variables, it follows that (τ0, ξ0) lies in an irreducible
component V of dimension at least 1 of its solution set in K n+1. Moreover, as (τ0, ξ0) is an isolated point in V ∩ {T = τ0},
the dimension of V is exactly 1 and πT (V ) = K . 
Lemma 2. Let P = (p1, . . . , pn) in K [T , X1, . . . , Xn]n and let W be the union of all irreducible components V of {(τ , ξ) ∈ K n+1 |
P(τ , ξ) = 0} of dimension 1 such that πT is a dominant map from V to K . For every z ∈ K n such that (0, z) ∈ W, there exists a
Puiseux series xz ∈ {x ∈ K(T )n | P(x) = 0} such that xz(0) = z.
Proof. Let I(W ) ⊂ K [T , X] be the defining ideal of W . Consider the extended ideal I(W )e ⊂ K(T )[X] and let W e be the
zero-dimensional variety defined by this ideal in K(T )
n
. Let u be a linear form satisfying the conditions in [1, Lemma 12.32]
(note that this implies that u separates the points in W ∩ {T = 0}) and, following [1, Section 12.4], let χu(Y ),ϕu,1(Y ),ϕu,Xi(Y ) ∈ K [T ][Y ], for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be polynomials giving geometric resolutions of bothW e andW .
Let (0, z) ∈ W , then (0, u(z)) lies in the curve {(τ , y) ∈ K 2 | χu(τ , y) = 0}. By [30, Chapter IV, Theorem 2.3],
there exists yz in {y ∈ K(T ) | χu(y) = 0} such that limT→0 yz = u(z). For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let (xz)i = ϕu,Xi(yz)/ϕu,1(yz).
Then xz ∈ W e, and, by [1, Section 12.5], z ′ := limT→0 xz exists and (0, z ′) is a point in W . As u(xz) = yz , then
u(z ′) = limT→0 u(xz) = limT→0 yz = u(z). By the separating assumptions on u, we conclude that z = z ′. 
3.2. Generic sparse systems
In this section, we present some theoretic results on generic sparse systems and their supports which will imply the
correctness of our algorithm.
Let A = (A1, . . . ,An) be a family of finite subsets of (Z≥0)n and let P = (p1, . . . , pn) be a generic sparse system of
polynomials in K [X1, . . . , Xn] supported on A where pj = ∑q∈Aj cj,qXq. Suppose that 0 ∉ nj=1Aj. By [14] and Lemma 2,
the isolated common zeroes of P can be obtained as the limits when t → 0 of the solutions of the deformed system
P0 = (p01, . . . , p0n)where, for j = 1, . . . , n,
p0j :=

pj if 0 ∈ Aj
pj + cj,0tk if 0 /∈ Aj
with cj,0 ∈ K generic if 0 /∈ Aj and k ∈ N (here, t is a new variable). More precisely, for every I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the isolated
common zeroes of the system P in
OI := {x ∈ K n | xi = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ I}
are obtained from the ones of P0 which are of the type
x(t) = (ξ1tγ1 + o(tγ1), . . . , ξntγn + o(tγn)),
with
γi = 0 if i /∈ I and γi > 0 if i ∈ I,
where o(tγi) denotes a Puiseux serieswhere all the terms have exponents in t greater than γi. Moreover, the initial exponents
γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) are the first n coordinates of the inner normal vectors (γ , 1) ∈ Qn+1 of the facets of conv(A0) where
A0 = (A01, . . . ,A0n) is the family of supports of P0. Furthermore, ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ (K ∗)n is a solution of the system
P0C = ((p01)C1 , . . . , (p0n)Cn) supported on the cell C = (C1, . . . , Cn) of the subdivision Sω0(A0)with associated normal vector
γ , where
(p0j )Cj :=
−
q∈Cj
cj,qXq.
Note that, in this case, limt→0 x(t) = ξ˜ , where ξ˜i = ξi if i /∈ I and ξ˜i = 0 if i ∈ I .
Remark 3. If P has isolated roots in OI , there is a cell C ∈ Sω0(A0) with positive mixed volume such that its associated
normal vector γ satisfies γi = 0 for i /∈ I and γi > 0 for i ∈ I .
For every I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, let PI be the system formed by the polynomials obtained by evaluating Xi = 0 for every i ∈ I in
the polynomials P and considering only those which do not vanish identically under this evaluation.
Lemma 4. Let I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be such that the system P has isolated roots in OI . Then the system PI has exactly n−#I polynomials.
In addition, for every cell C of Sω0(A
0) whose associated normal vector γ satisfies γi = 0 if i /∈ I and γi > 0 if i ∈ I , the system
P0C consists of the polynomials in PI and of #I polynomials which become constants when evaluating Xi = 0 for every i ∈ I .
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Proof. As P has isolated roots in OI , PI has isolated roots in OI , and then the number of polynomials in PI is at least n−#I . In
addition, as PI is a generic system, by Bernstein’s theorem, choosing exactly n− #I of these polynomials, they share finitely
many roots in (K ∗)n−#I ∼= OI . Then, if there is any polynomial left in PI , it will not vanish at any of these roots.
Now, let C ∈ Sω0(A0) be a cell such that its associated normal vector γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) satisfies γi = 0 for i /∈ I and
γi > 0 for i ∈ I . For j = 1, . . . , n, let αj := min{∑ni=1 γiqi + ω0j (q) : q ∈ A0j } ≥ 0. Then C = (C1, . . . , Cn), where
Cj = A0j ∩ {q |
∑n
i=1 γiqi + ω0j (q) = αj}.
Let j1, . . . , jn−#I be the indices such that PI is obtained from pj1 , . . . , pjn−#I . Note that, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n − #I , at least
one of the monomials in pjk does not lie in ⟨Xi : i ∈ I⟩; then, for the exponent q ∈ Ajk of this monomial we have that∑n
i=1 γiqi + ω0jk(q) = 0 and, therefore, αjk = 0. Thus, the exponent vector of each monomial in (pjk)I is in Cjk . Moreover, for
each q such that Xq ∈ ⟨Xi : i ∈ I⟩, we have that qi0 > 0 for some i0 ∈ I and so,
∑n
i=1 γiqi ≥ γi0qi0 > 0 implying that q /∈ Cjk .
Finally, if 0 /∈ Ajk , then ω0jk(0) > 0 and then, 0 /∈ Cjk . We conclude that Cjk consists exactly of the exponents of monomials
in (pjk)I (considered as n-variate polynomials).
For j /∈ {j1, . . . , jn−#I}, each monomial of pj lies in the ideal ⟨Xi : i ∈ I⟩. Then, (p0j )C is a sum of monomials in ⟨Xi : i ∈ I⟩
and (possibly) a constant term; therefore, it becomes constant when evaluating Xi = 0 for every i ∈ I . 
Let Sω(A0) be the subdivision ofA0 induced by a lifting function ω such that ωj(q) ∈ R≥0 for each q ∈ Aj and ωj(0) =
k ≫ 0 if 0 /∈ Aj. Using [16, Lemma 2.1], it follows that for a genericω, Sω(A0) is a finemixed subdivision. In [7, Proposition 1]
it is proved that, taking ωj(q) ∈ (0, 1) for every q ∈ Aj, if k > n(n+ 1)dn where d = max1≤j≤n{q1 + · · · + qn | q ∈ Aj}, the
subdivision Sω(A0) refines Sω0(A
0). Similarly, taking ωj(q) ∈ (0,M), the same holds if k > n(n+ 1)dnM . We use this result
to consider a lifting function ω taking non-negative integer values.
Remark 5. Let C be a cell of Sω0(A0). Then P0C has solutions in (K
∗)n if and only if the cell C has positive mixed volume,
which is equivalent to the fact that it contains a cell of Sω(A0) of type 1n.
For every I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we denote by JI = {j ∈ {1, . . . , n} | ∃q ∈ Aj : qi = 0 ∀ i ∈ I}. Let πI : Zn → Zn−#I be the
projection such that πI(q) = (qi)i/∈I and ϕI : Zn−#I → Zn the map that inserts zeroes in the coordinates indexed by i ∈ I .
We defineAI = (AIj)j∈JI whereAIj = {πI(q) | q ∈ Aj, qi = 0 ∀ i ∈ I}, and ωI = (ωIj )j∈JI where ωIj : AIj → Z≥0 is defined as
ωIj (q) = ωj(ϕI(q)) (note thatAI is the family of supports of the polynomials PI and ωI is the lifting induced by ω overAI ).
If ν ∈ Rs and C ⊂ Rs is a compact set, we will write Cν for the set of points in C which minimize the inner product ⟨·, ν⟩.
Lemma 6. For every I such that P has isolated roots in OI and any cell C ∈ Sω0(A0) with positive mixed volume and whose
associated normal vector γ satisfies γi = 0 if i /∈ I and γi > 0 if i ∈ I , each cell of type 1n−#I of SωI (AI) is of the form
πI(D) := (πI(Dj))j∈JI for a cell D = (D1, . . . ,Dn) ∈ Sω(C) of type 1n.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that I = {r + 1, . . . , n} and JI = {1, . . . , r}. Then, by Lemma 4, for every cell C
satisfying the assumptions, Cj = AIj × {0} for every 1 ≤ j ≤ r , and therefore, Cj(ωj) ≃ AIj(ωIj )× {0} for every 1 ≤ j ≤ r .
Let D ∈ Sω(C) a cell of type 1n; that is, there exists µ ∈ Qn such that C(ω)(µ,1) =
∑n
j=1 Cj(ωj)

(µ,1)
=∑nj=1 Cj(ωj)(µ,1)
and, if π denotes the projection to the first n coordinates, Dj = π(Cj(ωj)(µ,1)) ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Consider now the vector µI := πI(µ). ThenAI(ωI)(µI ,1) =
∑r
j=1A
I
j(ω
I
j )(µI ,1). On the other hand, Cj(ωj) ≃ AIj(ωIj )× {0}
implies that Cj(ωj)(µ,1) ≃ AIj(ωIj )(µI ,1) × {0} and, therefore, the cell ofAI associated with µI is (πI(D1), . . . , πI(Dr)). Since,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r , Dj ⊂ Cj, we have that Dj = πI(Dj)× {0}. It follows that (πI(D1), . . . , πI(Dr)) is a cell of SωI (AI) of type 1r .
Conversely, let DI = (DI1, . . . ,DIr) be a type 1r cell in the subdivision SωI (AI) for I satisfying the assumptions of the
lemma. If (µI , 1) is the inner normal vector to AI(ωI) giving the facet associated with DI , we have that µI is the vector of
exponents of the initial terms of a solution ξ(y) to the system Pω
I
I (X, y).
Let C be a cell in Sω0(A
0)with positive mixed volume and whose associated normal vector γ satisfies γi = 0 if i /∈ I and
γi > 0 if i ∈ I . Consider the system P0C . By Lemma 4, this system consists of the polynomials PI and #I polynomials which
become constant when specializing Xi = 0 for i ∈ I . Then, the system (P0C )ω(X, y) consists of the polynomials PωII (X, y) plus
#I polynomials. Now, each solution to Pω
I
I (X, y) = 0 leads to a solution to (P0C )ω(X, y) = 0 (by the genericity assumption
on the system P and Bernstein’s theorem) and so, there exists a solutionξ(y) such that its first r coordinates are formed by
the vector ξ(y). Note that the vector µ of exponents of the initial terms of the coordinates ofξ(y) satisfies that (µ, 1) is the
inner normal vector to a facet of C(ω) producing a cell D of type 1n in the subdivision Sω(C).
Finally, our previous arguments imply that DI is the projection of D. 
4. The algorithm
Let F = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Q[X1, . . . , Xn]n be a vector of polynomials with supportsA = (A1, . . . ,An). Our algorithm com-
putes a finite set containing the isolated common zeroes of F . Let G = (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Q[X1, . . . , Xn]n be generic polynomials
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with the same supportsA. Consider the homotopic deformation
H(T , X) = (1− T ) · F(X)+ T · G(X)
where T is a new variable.
By Lemma 1, for every isolated zero z ∈ Cn of F , there exists a one-dimensional irreducible component V of {(τ , ξ) ∈
Cn+1 | H(τ , ξ) = 0} such that (0, z) ∈ V and πT (V ) = C. These one-dimensional irreducible components correspond to
isolated zeroes ofH in (C(T ))n considered as polynomials in the variables X with coefficients inQ[T ] (see Lemma 2). Then, to
find the isolated common zeroes of F , we deal with these isolated solutions. In order to find them, we adapt the polyhedral
deformation techniques introduced in [13,14] and refined in [7], using symbolic methods as in [16].
Note that H = (h1, . . . , hn) are generic polynomials with supports A = (A1, . . . ,An) and, therefore, all the results in
Section 3.2 hold.
Our algorithm takes as part of the input the mixed cells in a fine mixed subdivision of A0 = (A01, . . . ,A0n), where
A0j = Aj ∪ {0} for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, induced by a lifting ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn) such that ωj(q) ∈ Z≥0 for each q ∈ Aj and
ωj(0) = k if 0 /∈ Aj, where k ∈ Z≥0 is fixed. A lifting constructed by randomly choosingωj(q) ∈ Z≥0∩[0,M] for each q ∈ Aj,
and k in a fixed set ofM integers greater than n(n + 1)dnM induces a fine mixed subdivision with probability as close to 1
as wanted provided M is big enough (see Section 3.2). From this lifting, the mixed cells in the subdivision can be obtained
algorithmically by means of linear programming based procedures, being the one in [23] the most efficient we know. We
are going to consider this step as a pre-processing and, therefore, our complexity estimates will not include its cost.
In a first step, the algorithm finds a set I of subsets I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that the system H may have isolated solutions
in OI = {x ∈ C(T )n | xi = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ I} and then, it computes these solutions by solving the systems HI in (C(T )∗)n−#I
and inserting zeroes in the coordinates indexed by i ∈ I . From these solutions, by taking the limits for T → 0, the isolated
zeroes of the input system F are obtained.
Finding the set I. For every D ∈ Sω(A0) of type 1n, compute the normal vector (γ , 1) to conv(D(ω0)). Discard the cells such
that γi < 0 for some i. Using Remarks 3 and 5, we have that I = {I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} | ∃γ such that γi > 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ I}.
In order to use it as input in the next step, we compute simultaneously I and, for every I ∈ I, the set SI of all the cells
of type 1n−#I of SωI (AI). Note that, by Lemma 6, for each I ∈ I, it suffices to take a cell C ∈ Sω0(A0) whose normal vector
satisfies {i | γi > 0} = I and to consider SI = {πI(D) | D ∈ Sω(C) of type 1n−#I}.
To do this computation, for each cell D ∈ Sω(A0) of type 1n, consider (D, γ , χγ ), where γ is the normal vector associated
with D and χγ is defined as (χγ )i = 0 if γi = 0 and (χγ )i = 1 if γi > 0. Apply a standard sorting algorithm to order
these vectors lexicographically in the coordinates χγ . For each different χ = χγ in the list, the algorithm adds the set
I = {i | χi = 1} to I, takes the first element (D, γ , χ) and forms the set SI using all other (D′, γ , χ) with the same γ . The
remaining triples with the same coordinate χ are discarded.
Remark 7. Due to Remark 5, each I in the set I constructed in this step corresponds to at least one of the cells C ∈ Sω0(A0)
contributing to the stable mixed volume computation in [14].
Solving the system HI for I ∈ I. Given I ∈ I, consider JI = {j ∈ {1, . . . , n} | ∃q ∈ Aj : qi = 0 ∀ i ∈ I}. If #JI ≠ n − #I ,
discard I . Otherwise, consider FI and GI the systems formed by the polynomials obtained by evaluating Xi = 0 for every i ∈ I
in the polynomials F and G respectively and considering only the non-vanishing ones. Then, HI = (1 − T )FI + TGI . To find
the solutions of HI = 0 in (C(T )∗)n−#I , we start by solving the generic system GI (which has n− #I equations) in (C∗)n−#I .
The solutions of GI are obtained by using the set of cells SI computed before, which are the cells of type 1n−#I in the fine
mixed subdivision SωI (AI), as input of the algorithm in [16, Section 5] (which will be referred to as ToricSolve). This
algorithm produces a geometric resolution of the set of common zeroes of GI in (C∗)n−#I (note that the algorithm in [16]
computes the isolated common roots of a system in the torus without any assumptions on its support).
As the system GI is generic, from a geometric resolution of the common zeroes of GI in (C∗)n−#I , a geometric resolution of
the solutions ofHI in (C(T )∗)n−#I can be computed as in [16, Section 6.1]. We call this subroutine NewtonHenselLifting.
Finally, by adding the polynomial zero for the coordinates indexed by i ∈ I to the geometric resolution obtained, we get
a geometric resolution of a finite set containing all the isolated zeroes of H in OI .
Remark 8 (See [16, Theorem 6.2]). With the previous assumptions and notations, the algorithm described above has
complexity
O(((n− #I)3NI logQI + (n− #I)Ω+1)M(DI)(M(ΥI)(M(DI)+M(EI))+M(E ′I )))
where NI := ∑j∈JI #(AIj), QI := max{‖q‖ | q ∈ j∈JI AIj}, DI := M(AI), ΥI := max ‖µI‖ where the maximum is taken
over all normal vectors to cells of type 1n−#I in SωI (AI), EI := M(∆n−#I × {0}, (AIj(ωIj ))j∈JI ), and E ′I := M({0} × ∆n−#I ,
({0, 1} ×AIj)j∈JI ), where∆n−#I is the set of vertices of the standard simplex of Rn−#I .
This algorithmworks with any sufficiently generic linear form. As we want to join all the previous geometric resolutions
in order to obtain a geometric resolution of all the isolated zeroes ofH , we work with a unique linear form u =∑1≤i≤n ui.Xi.
When dealing with a specific I , we consider uI =∑i/∈I ui.Xi. Note that, for every zero x ofHI , uI(x) = u(ϕI(x)) and, therefore,
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the computed geometric resolution represents the isolated zeroes of H in OI using the linear form u. As a generic linear form
meets all the requirements, we choose the coefficients of u at random from a sufficiently large set in (Z≥0)n.
Joining geometric resolutions. By repeating the procedure in the previous step for every I ∈ I using the same separating
linear form, we obtain a family of geometric resolutionsRI representing all the isolated zeroes of H in (C(T ))n. From them, a
single geometric resolution R = {Mu(T , Y ), V1(T , Y ), . . . , Vn(T , Y )} representing all these points is obtained noticing that, if
{q, q0, w1, . . . , wn} and {q˜, q˜0, w˜1, . . . , w˜n} are geometric resolutions of disjoint sets with q and q˜ relatively prime
polynomials, then {qq˜, q0q˜+ q˜0q, w1q˜+ w˜1q, . . . , wnq˜+ w˜nq} is a geometric resolution of their union.
Computing the isolated roots of F . The limit of the geometric resolution Rwhen T → 0 is obtained as in [16, Section 6.2]:
compute a(Y ) = gcd(Mu(0, Y ), (∂Mu/∂Y )(0, Y )) and the polynomialsmu(Y ) = Mu(0, Y )/a(Y ), b(Y ) = ((∂Mu/∂Y )(0, Y )/
a(Y ))−1 mod mu(Y ), and vi(Y ) = b(Y )Vi(0, Y )/a(Y ) mod mu(Y ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then, r = (mu, v1, . . . , vn) is a geometric
resolution of a finite set containing all the isolated zeroes of the input system F in Cn.
The complexity of the algorithm is stated in the following Theorem.
Theorem 9. Let F = (f1, . . . , fn) inQ[X1, . . . , Xn]n be a sparse polynomial system supported onA = (A1, . . . ,An). Algorithm
AffineSolve is a probabilistic procedure that, taking as input the sparse encoding of F and the mixed cells in a suitable fine
mixed subdivision ofA0, computes a geometric resolution of a finite set of points including the isolated common zeroes of F within
complexity
O(nΩΓ + (n3N logQ + nΩ+1)M(D)(M(Υ )(M(D)+M(E))+M(E ′)))
where
• Γ is the number of type 1n cells in Sω(A0)• N :=∑1≤j≤n #(Aj)
• Q := max{‖q‖ | q ∈1≤j≤nAj}• D := SM(A)
• Υ := max ‖µ‖ where the maximum is taken over all normal vectors to cells of type 1n in Sω(A)• E := SM(∆n × {0},A1(ω1), . . . ,An(ωn)) (here,∆n is the set of vertices of the n-dimensional standard simplex)• E ′ := SM({0} ×∆n, {0, 1} ×A1, . . . , {0, 1} ×An).
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the results in Section 3.2. Now, we are going to prove our complexity
estimate.
Each of the Γ normal vectors in the first step can be obtained in O(nΩ) operations using standard effective linear algebra
techniques. We discard the ones with negative entries within the same order of complexity.
The determination of the set I and the sets of cells SI for every I ∈ I can be carried out in O(n log(SM(A))SM(A)) by
applying a standard sorting algorithm (once the list is sorted, the rest of the step can be completed without changing the
order of complexity).
For each I ∈ I, the complexity of the computation ofRI is the one stated in Remark 8. Now we have to estimate the
sum of all these complexities. Note that NI ≤ N , QI ≤ Q and ΥI ≤ Υ for every I ∈ I. By Remark 7,∑I∈IDI ≤ D , and
then
∑
I∈IM(DI) ≤ M(D). In addition, considering for each I ∈ I an associated cell C from the stable mixed volume
computation in [14] for the support sets A, and looking for a corresponding cell in the computation of the stable mixed
volume of (∆n × {0},A1(ω1), . . . ,An(ωn)), it follows that∑I∈I EI ≤ E . Similarly,∑I∈I E ′I ≤ E ′.
By using these upper bounds, we conclude that the overall complexity of the computation of the family of geometric
resolutions (RI)I∈I representing the common zeroes of H in OI for I ∈ I is O((n3N logQ + nΩ+1)M(D)(M(Υ )(M(D) +
M(E))+M(E ′))). Each geometric resolutionRI involves polynomials of degree at most DI in the variable Y with coefficients
in Q[T ] of degrees bounded by E ′I .
Following the splitting strategy given in [8, Algorithm 10.3], a single geometric resolution R representing the isolated
zeroes of H can be obtained from the previously computed (RI)I∈I within O(nM(D)M(E ′)) operations in Q taking into
account that all the polynomials involved in the intermediate computations have degrees bounded byD in themain variable
Y and their coefficients are polynomials in Q[T ]with degrees bounded by E ′.
The complexity of the last step of the algorithm, performed as explained above, is O(nM(D)E ′). 
Algorithm AffineSolve
Input: Polynomials f1, . . . , fn in Q[X1, . . . , Xn] with supports A1, . . . ,An encoded in sparse form, and the mixed cells in a
fine mixed subdivision Sω(A0).
1. For every D ∈ Sω(A0) of type 1n:• Find the normal vector (γ , 1) to conv(D(ω0)).
• If γi < 0 for some i, discard D and γ .
2. Compute I = {I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} | ∃γ such that γi > 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ I} and, for each I ∈ I, the set SI of all the cells of type
1n−#I of SωI (AI).
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3. Choose coefficients in Q randomly to obtain polynomials G = g1, . . . , gn with supports A1, . . . ,An, and a linear form
u ∈ Q[X1, . . . , Xn].
4. For every I ∈ I such that #JI = n− #I:• Find a geometric resolution rI of the common zeroes of GI in (C∗)n−#I by applying subroutine ToricSolvewith the
cells in SI .
• Find a geometric resolution RI of the common zeroes of HI in (C(T )∗)n−#I by applying subroutine
NewtonHenselLifting to rI .
• Insert zeroes in the coordinates indexed by i ∈ I in RI to obtain a geometric resolutionRI representing the isolated
common zeroes of H in OI .
5. From (RI)I∈I, compute a single geometric resolution R representing the isolated zeroes of H .
6. Compute the geometric resolution r = limT→0 R.
Output: The geometric resolution r of a finite set of points including the isolated zeroes of F .
5. Examples
In this section we present some examples illustrating how our algorithmworks and some of its advantages with respect
to previously known procedures.
We first show the different steps of our algorithm in a small well-known example taken from [13, Example 3]:
Example 1. Consider the bivariate polynomials
f1(x, y) = ay+ by2 + cxy3
f2(x, y) = dx+ ex2 + fx3y
with generic coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f . The family of supports of these polynomials isA = ({(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 3)}, {(1, 0),
(2, 0), (3, 1)}). Fig. 1 shows the extended supportsA0.
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
2
1 2
conv(A1)
conv(A2)
conv(A10)
conv(A20)1
2
3
4
1 2 3 4
Fig. 1. Extended supports.
The input of our algorithm includes the polynomials f1 and f2 and the mixed cells in a fine mixed subdivision Sω(A0)
induced by a suitable generic lifting ω. Fig. 2 depicts (the convex hulls of the cells in) a fine mixed subdivision ofA0, where
the mixed cells are D0,D3,D4,D5,D6 and D7.
In the first step, our algorithm computes the normal vectors (γ , 1) to conv(Di(ω0)) for i = 0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and discards
those with some negative coordinate:
Cell Normal vector Non-negative entries?
D0 (0, 0, 1) Yes
D3 (k,−k, 1) No
D4 (−k, k, 1) No
D5 (k, 0, 1) Yes
D6 (0, k, 1) Yes
D7 (k, k, 1) Yes
Then, the set I defined in step 2 of the algorithm is I = {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}}; the associated systems and the mixed cells
to solve them over C∗ as in step 4 are:
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Fig. 2. Fine mixed subdivision.
I Associated system πI(Di) ∈ SI
∅

ay+ by2 + cxy3
dx+ ex2 + fx3y π∅(D0) = ({(0, 1), (1, 3)}, {(1, 0), (3, 1)})
{1} ay+ by2 π{1}(D5) = {1, 2}
{2} dx+ ex2 π{2}(D6) = {1, 2}
{1, 2} ∅ π{1,2}(D7) = ∅
For instance, for the particular system
P =

y+ 2y2 − xy3 = 0
−x+ 3x2 − 2x3y = 0
after inserting 0 in the corresponding coordinates in the geometric resolutions of the associated systems computed in step 4,
the algorithm produces:
I Associated system PI Geometric resolution of roots
∅

y+ 2y2 − xy3
−x+ 3x2 − 2x3y
 −3z2+4z+4
12z2+22z+14 ,
−8z2−32z−10
12z2+22z+14
 
4z3+11z2+14z+2=0

{1} y+ 2y2

(0, z) / z + 1
2
= 0

{2} −x+ 3x2

(z, 0) / z − 1
3
= 0

{1, 2} ∅ {(0, 0)}
Finally, the algorithm obtains a single geometric resolution representing all the zeroes previously computed: −10z5 + 47z4 + 70z3 + 18z2 − 2z
144z5+350z4+364z3+45z2−24z−2 ,
−60z5 − 229z4 − 115z3 + 30z2 + 12z
144z5+350z4+364z3+45z2−24z−2
 
24z6 + 70z5 + 91z4 + 15z3 − 12z2 − 2z = 0

.
In the following example, we show a case in which our algorithm deals with systems in fewer variables than the procedures
in [14,7].
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Example 2. A generic system with the support sets of the Katsura4 System from PoSSo test suite (see [7]):
P =

a11X21 + a12X22 + a13X23 + a14X24 + a15X25 + a16X5 = 0
a21X1X2 + a22X2X3 + a23X3X4 + a24X4X5 + a25X4 = 0
a31X1X3 + a32X2X4 + a33X24 + a34X3X5 + a35X3 = 0
a41X1X4 + a42X3X4 + a43X2X5 + a44X2 = 0
a51X1 + a52X2 + a53X3 + a54X4 + a55X5 + a56 = 0.
According to [7, Example 6],M(A) = 12 and SM(A) = 16. Moreover, there are only three cells C1, C2 and C3 in Sω0(A0)
with positive mixed volume and non-negative normal vectors (γ 1, 1) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (γ 2, 1) = (0, k, 0, k, 0, 1) and
(γ 3, 1) = (0, k, k, k, 0, 1). Apart from solving the original system P in (C∗)5, if I2 = {2, 4} and I3 = {2, 3, 4}, in order to
obtain all the isolated roots of P in C5, our algorithm only computes the zeroes of
PI2 =

a11X21 + a13X23 + a15X25 + a16X5 = 0
a31X1X3 + a34X3X5 + a35X3 = 0
a51X1 + a53X3 + a55X5 + a56 = 0
and
PI3 =

a11X21 + a15X25 + a16X5 = 0
a51X1 + a55X5 + a56 = 0
in (C∗)3 and (C∗)2 respectively, and inserts zeroes in the corresponding coordinates.
However, following the approach in [7], three systems in five variables (one for each cell) have to be solved to find all the
isolated solutions of the original system P in C5.
Our last example shows an instance in which our algorithm deals with fewer systems (also in fewer variables) than the
procedures in [14,7].
Example 3. Consider the following system of equations in three variables:
P =

a11X21 + a12X21X22 + a13X1X3 + a14X1X22X3 + a15X43 + a16X22X43 = 0
a21X41 + a22X41X22 + a23X21X3 + a24X21X22X3 + a25X43 + a26X22X43 = 0
a31X1 + a32X1X22 + a33 + a34X22 + a35X3 + a36X22X3 = 0.
There are two cells C1 and C2 of Sω0(A
0) with positive mixed volume whose normal vectors are γ 1 = ( 3k4 , 0, k4 , 1) and
γ 2 = ( k3 , 0, k3 , 1). Both these normal vectors have nonzero coordinates for I = {1, 3}. In order to compute the isolated
solutions with X1 = 0, X2 ≠ 0 and X3 = 0, our algorithm solves the associated system obtained by evaluating X1 = 0 and
X3 = 0 in the original system and discarding the vanishing equations, which in this case is simply the equation
PI = {a33 + a34X22 = 0.
From this equation, the two isolated solutions of the system in OI are obtained.
On the other hand, the algorithm in [7] (as the one in [14]) requires solving two associated systems, each one supported
in one of those cells:
PC1 =

a13X1X3 + a14X1X22X3 + a15X43 + a16X22X43 + c1 = 0
a25X43 + a26X22X43 + c2 = 0
a33 + a34X22 = 0
PC2 =

a11X21 + a12X21X22 + a13X1X3 + a14X1X22X3 = 0
a23X21X3 + a24X21X22X3 + c2 = 0
a33 + a34X22 = 0
where c1 and c2 are generic constants. These systems have 8 =M(C1) and 6 =M(C2) isolated roots in (C∗)3 respectively.
The algorithm in [7] has to compute all these 14 solutions (and replace their first and third coordinates by 0) to obtain the
only two isolated solutions of the system in OI .
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